
Assignment 2

Methods, Conditionals and Loops

COMP-202B, Winter 2011, All Sections

Due: Friday, February 4, 2011 (13:00)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the
general instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of
the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Part 1: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 60 points
Part 2, Question 2: 40 points

100 points total

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Also see Warm-Up Questions 1 and 2:

http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~cs202/2011-01/assignments/specifications/a2/a2-warm-up.pdf

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
Write a tiny Java program that declares a String with contents "George R. Price", displays the
number of characters in the String by using the length() method of the String class, and displays
the 2nd character in the String by using the charAt() method of the String class. You should
look up the definitions of these methods in the Java Standard Class Library Documentation: http:

//download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/lang/String.html

The length() and charAt() methods are like the print() and println() methods: to call these
methods, you have to put a mix of dots (.) and identifiers before the method name. Here are a few
examples.

• System.out.println("blah")

• myName.length() returns the number of characters in the String stored in variable myName.

• myName.charAt(0) returns the first character in the String stored in myName. If myName contains
"elmo", the first character is ’e’.

Warm-up Question 4 (0 points)
Look up the abs() and round() methods in the Math class in the Java Standard Class Library Docu-
mentation: http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/lang/Math.html. Write a tiny
Java program that displays the absolute value of 5.0 − 6.8, and then displays the result of rounding the
numbers 5.2f and -5.2f, respectively.

Warm-up Question 5 (0 points)
In this assignment, you will be writing two libraries: classes that are made up of a collection of
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related methods. In other words, the classes you will write for this assignment (BatteryCheck.java and
Mutations.java) are not required to contain a main() method. To test a particular class, you can:

• Add a main() method (to the class) that calls the other methods in the class on some test input
parameters of your choice and displays their results. Run your program as usual.

• Use the supplied testing programs to execute your code: MutationTest.java and BatteryTest.java.

Please read the Additional Information section, at the end of this document, for instructions on how
to compile and run the supplied test programs.

Before you start implementing the methods in BatteryCheck and Mutations, write a skeleton version
of each of the two classes and try to compile and execute the supplied test programs, just to clear up
any technical problems as early as possible. If you successfully run the test programs on these skeleton
classes, you will see a bunch of “failures”, which makes sense since you haven’t implemented the required
methods yet.

By “skeleton version” of the BatteryCheck class (for example), we mean a class called BatteryCheck

that contains empty versions of all the methods required by our specification of BatteryCheck.

Note: Passing all the tests we supply does not guarantee full marks for an assignment question: tests
can prove the absense of specific bugs but they cannot prove the complete correctness of any program.

Part 2

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

Question 1: One Robot Struggles to Recharge its Battery Power. (60 points)

A robot is programmed to navigate around a building and collect pennies from the floor. As it walks
around it gradually runs out of battery power. Fortunately, it is programmed to walk back to a charging
station whenever its power is low.

A charging station is a large rectanglar platform on which a robot can stand to recharge its battery. The
robot navigates to the charging station with the help of a 2D cartesian representation of the building’s
floor plan. In this 2D representation, the robot is a small square and the charging station is a large
rectangle. The width of the robot is always smaller than the width/length of the charging
station. The robot’s square body is always parallel with the boundaries of the charging
station.

To recharge as quickly as possible, the robot’s entire body should be within the boundaries of the charging
station, but sometimes the robot runs out of power before it makes it all the way to the station. With
its last bit of energy, the robot uses BatteryCheck class to calculate how quickly it will recharge from
its current position on the 2D map. Your task is to write the BatteryCheck class.

The BatteryCheck class should contain the following methods:

• isAtPowerStation(): given the x- and y-coordinates of the center of the charging station, the
width of the station, the length of the station, the x- and y- coordinates of the robot’s center and
the width of the robot’s square body (all doubles), this method returns an int that represents the
robot’s position, as follows:

– If the robot is completely inside the station, the method returns 1.

– If the robot is completely outside the station, the method returns -1.

– If an edge of the robot’s square body touches an edge of the station, the method returns 3.
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– If a corner of the robot’s square body touches a corner of the station, the method returns 0. In
other words, the (x,y) coordinates of a robot-body corner are the same as the (x,y) coordinates
of a station corner.

– If the robot’s body is partially inside the boundaries of the station, the method returns 2.

– Your program does not have to deal with the case where the widths/lengths given are negative.

– Hint 1: Use the abs() method from the Math class to obtain the x- and y- distances between
the coordinates of the center of the robot’s body and the center of the station. What must
the x- distance and y- distance be between the robot’s center and the station’s center for the
robot’s body to be completely inside the station?

– Hint 2: Be careful about checking the equality (including <=) of doubles. Throughout this
method, two doubles should be considered equal if the difference between them is
less than or equal to 0.001.

– Reminder: you should assume that the width of the robot is always smaller than the width/length
of the charging station.

• computeChargeRate(): given a non-zero positive float representing the weight of a robot, a
boolean value that represents whether the robot’s battery is old or not, and an int representing
the robot’s position relative to the charging station, this method returns a long that represents the
rate at which the robot’s battery will recharge.

– This calculation involves several constant quantities: the basic rate b at which a battery
recharges is 54; the heavier the robot the slower the charging so there is a weight/size penalty
s equal to 1 − 1

robot weight
; charging is slower when the robot is not entirely inside the station,

so there is a location penalty l equal to 0.5f.

– If the robot has no contact with the charging station, the charging rate is 0.

– If the robot’s battery is old (which corresponds to true), the charging rate is 0 whenever the
robot is just touching a corner or an edge of the station. If the robot is entirely inside the
station, its battery recharges at the basic rate b. If the robot is overlapping the station, the
rate of charging is the basic rate reduced by the average of l and s: that is, it is reduced by
the value of b(1 − (l + s)/2), rounded.

– If the robot’s battery is not old, it recharges at the basic rate b in all cases, except if the robot
is outside the station or just touching its corner. If it’s outside, the rate is 0; if it’s touching
just a corner, the rate of charging is the basic rate reduced by the location penalty: the value
of b(1 − l), rounded.
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• Strong suggestion: use the final keyword in your program to declare certain variables as con-
stants. This will make your program easier to debug and understand, and will prevent you from
changing values that should not be changed.

Learning Objectives:

• To practice using if and if-else statements, boolean expressions, methods from the Math class,
and the final keyword.

• To solve problems related to numerical imprecision in the double data type.

• To use the Java Standard Class Library documentation for figuring out how to call external methods.

Question 2: Mutants Take Over the Universe. (40 points)

Genetic mutations increase genetic diversity, are responsible for hereditary diseases and are all-around
really interesting to learn about. For this question, you will write a library of methods that analyze
String representations of gene sequences and simulate mutations. In other words, this is a very tiny
taste of bioinformatics.

Write a class called Mutations that contains the following methods.

• copySubsequence(): this method accepts a String s and two ints a and b as parameters. The
method returns a new String that contains all the characters to the right of position a and left of
position b in s, inclusively. For example, if s = abcdef, a = 0, b = 3, then the method will return
abcd.

Note that the characters in a String are numbered starting at 0. If a String has n characters, the
last character is at position n− 1. If you try to access a String character at position −5, say, your
program will crash. Similarly, trying to access a String character at position n will also cause the
program to crash. The copySubsequence() method addresses “bad” values of a and b as follows:

– If a (or b) is less than 0, its value is changed to 0.

– If a (or b) is greater than or equal to the length n of s, its value is changed to n− 1.

– If a is greater than b the method returns an empty String (since there is nothing that is both
to the right of a and to the left of b).

– If s is empty, the method returns s.

• swapPair(): This method accepts as parameters a String s and an int i. It returns a new String

s′ that is the same as s except the character at position i is swapped with the character at position
i+ 1. For example, if s = abcdef and i = 2 then s′ should be abdcef. If the value of i is too big or
too small, the method returns s. For example, if s = abcdef and i = 5 then s′ should be abcdef.

Hint: use the copySubsequence() method.

Hint: what should happen when s is empty, or when s is only one character long?

• countMatches(): This method accepts two Strings as parameters and returns an int representing
the number of character positions at which they match. For example, ATCGTAGC and AAGCTACGTACG

match in 3 places: the first, fifth and sixth characters (A, T, A). Note that matches are case-
sensitive: the character a is not the same as the character A.

• deleteMatches(): This method accepts two Strings as parameters and returns a String in which
all the matching characters have been deleted from the second String. For example, if we call this
method on ATCGTAGC and AAGCTACGTACG, the method will return AGCCGTACG: the first, fifth and
sixth characters have been deleted because they match with the first String. Note that matches
are case-sensitive: the character a is not the same as the character A.

• Throughout your program, you MUST use the length() and charAt() methods from the String

class. You MUST NOT use any other methods from the String class.
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Learning Objectives:

• To practice using loops, if and if-else statements, boolean expressions, String concatenation.

• To practice calling and defining methods.

• To use the Java Standard Class Library documentation for figuring out how to call the length()

and charAt() methods in the String class.

Additional Information

Adding a JAR File to the Classpath of a Project Under Eclipse

To combine the Java libraries in a JAR file with the classes you write so that everything compiles and runs
using Eclipse, you need to add the JAR file to the Classpath of your project. To do so, follow the steps
below:

1. In the Package Explorer or Navigator view, right-click on your project. In the context menu that
appears, select the Properties option.

2. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion contains a
number of option categories, and you can select a category from those listed; the larger middle portion
contains the options for the selected category. In the left-hand portion of the window, choose Java

Build Path.

3. The middle portion of the window will now contain four tabs. Click on the Libraries tab. The
libraries included in your project will now appear, along with a number of buttons; click on the button
labelled Add External JARs....

4. Using the file selection window that appears, navigate to the directory / folder where you saved the
JAR file you want to add to the Classpath of your project, select this JAR file, and click on the
confirmation button (it might be labelled OK, Open, or something else, depending on the operating
system that you use).

5. Selecting a JAR file as described in the previous step you should bring you back to the Properties

window, and the list of libraries included in your project will now contain one additional element: the
JAR file you selected. If you want to add another JAR file to the Classpath of your project, repeat
the two previous steps. Otherwise, at the bottom of the Properties window are two buttons; click on
the one labelled OK.

You should now be able to compile all the classes that you are required to write by the above specification
without the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. Note that it is necessary to perform the
above steps ONLY when the code you want to compile / run requires libraries not written by you and not
included in the Java Standard Class Library; in such a case, it is only necessary to perform the above steps
once.

Compilation and Execution Instructions Using the Command-Line Interface

• To test the BatteryCheck class using the test program defined in the BatteryTest class, follow the
steps below. Analogous steps apply for testing the Mutations class with the test program defined in
the MutationTest class.

1. Place the following files in the same directory / folder:

– BatteryCheck.java

– Mutations.java

– junit.jar

– BatteryTest.java
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– MutationTest.java

2. Open your command-line utility (Command Prompt, Terminal, ...) and navigate to the directory
where you stored all the files listed in the previous step.

3. To compile the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: javac -cp junit.jar;junit.jar;. BatteryTest.java

– Mac OS X: javac -cp junit.jar:. BatteryTest.java

4. To run the test program, use the following command:

– Windows: java -cp junit.jar;. BatteryTest

– Mac OS X: java -cp junit.jar:. BatteryTest

Compilation and Execution Instructions Using Eclipse

• To test the BatteryCheck class using the test program defined in the BatteryTest class, follow the
steps below. Analogous steps apply for testing the Mutations class with the test program defined in
the MutationTest class.

1. Add the following files to your project’s Classpath, as described above, if they are not already
present:

– junit.jar

2. Import the following files in your project’s source folder (probably called src):

– BatteryTest.java

– MutationTest.java

3. Run the test program as you would run any other program.

Note that Eclipse gives you the option of running the provided test program either as a Java Applica-
tion, or as a JUnit test. Both result in similar displays, so you can use both and decide which one you
prefer.

What To Submit

BatteryCheck.java

Mutations.java
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